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Classes and Events 

Preparing for the Days of Awe 

Wednesday, August 25 at 7:15pm 

Join Rabbi Goldstein for a discussion and exploration

of some of the major themes of the Days of Awe. 

Selichot Program: Music, Poetry, and Guided Meditation 

Saturday, August 28 at 7:15pm 

With CBS member Stuart Eisendrath, psychiatrist, professor, author, and expert

on transcendental meditation. Rabbi Goldstein and Gordon Lustig will also help to

guide the evening. 

Soul Sisters Book Club: Host Kathleen Conrey

Monday, September 20 at 4:30pm 

Caste by Isabel Wilkerson. Deeply researched nonfiction, about real historical

people. The theme is how America has been 

shaped by a hidden caste system, that influences 

people’s lives and the nation’s fate in our own 

time. Not a specifically Jewish book but one 

that is timely.



Simchat Torah Shabbat 

Friday, October 1 at 6pm 

Please join Rabbi Goldstein, Gordon and other families

from the CBS community for a celebration of Simchat

Torah, the joyous holiday at which we rejoice at reading 

the very last verses of the Torah, and then immediately 

read the very first verses of the Torah. We will be singing

 songs, unrolling the Torah scroll, playing a round of 

Sukkot Shabbat 

Friday, September 24 at 6pm 

Join Rabbi Goldstein, Gordon, and our CBS community outside at CBS to

celebrate Shabbat and the harvest festival of Sukkot under our own Sukkah. We

will shake the lulav and etrog. Please see the CBS.org Calendar for details. 

Sunday, October 3 at 2pm This will be a virtual event. 

Join in welcoming author Lucy Adlington to virtual 

author hour. Lucy will be discussing her book 

The Dressmakers of Auschwitz, A powerful chronicle 

of the women who used their sewing skills to survive

the Holocaust, stitching beautiful clothes at an

extraordinary fashion workshop created within one 

of the most notorious WWII death camps. 

You must RSVP online to attend. You will receive an email confirmation after

RSVPing and the meeting link will be sent out the week-of the event. This is a free

event. If you are able, a donation of $5 is suggested to help us cover costs.

Questions? Email read@napabookmine.com. 

Napa Bookmine Event* "The Dressmakers of Auschwitz" 

"Stump the Rabbi," and dancing with mini-Torah scrolls. At the end, our children

will be blessed under a tallit by the Rabbi. This event will be fun and festive and is 

designed for families and all ages!

mailto:read@napabookmine.com


Soul Sisters Book Club: Host Sue Barush

Monday, October 18 at 4:30pm 

The Jew Store: A Family Memoir by Stella Suberman (Algonquin Books) Set in

1920s Tennessee, the true story of the Bronson family’s move from New York to

the small town of Concordia. It’s the recounting 

of their life operating Bronson’s Low Cost Store 

as well as their experiences of adjusting to life in 

a rural southern town.An intimate family story 

that sheds new light on a piece of American 

history. Here is One Man's Family with a twist--

a Jew, born into poverty in pre-revolutionary 

Russia and orphaned from birth, finds his way to 

America, finds a trade, finds a wife, and sets out 

to find his fortune in a place where Jews are 

unwelcome.

Wednesday, October 13 & 20 at 7:15pm 

With Rabbi Niles Goldstein 

Israel has been in the news a great deal in recent

months and there has been a lot of discussion and

(at times heated) debate about the Jewish State and

the Zionist foundations from which it was born. 

Seminar with the Rabbi: 
“The Zionist Idea: An Intellectual History” 

Join Rabbi Niles Goldstein for a text-based exploration of this important subject.

What exactly is Zionism? When did it emerge as an intellectual, religious and

political movement? Are there different types of Zionism? No prior knowledge of

the topic is required. 

All participants are asked to purchase a copy of the book The Zionist Idea by

Arthur Hertzberg in advance of the seminar, as there will be reading

assignments prior to each session. The book can be purchased from Amazon

using the following link:  https://tinyurl.com/fall-rabbi-book

https://tinyurl.com/fall-rabbi-book


Monday, November 22 at 4:30pm 

The Book of V. by Anna Solomon. This is a novel

about 3 women from 3 different centuries one of

whom is Esther from ancient Persia (a midrash on

the biblical Esther). The theme is about strong

passionate women in a world governed by men.

Soul Sisters Book Club:
Host Kathleen Conrey

Wednesday, December 8 at 7:15pm 

Some fairly radical musical changes began in Israel in

the early 1990s, during the first Palestinian uprising 

(Intifada). The signing of the Oslo accords between

Israel and the PLO in 1993, bringing hope of peaceful 

coexistence, stoked energy and enthusiasm for 

musical invention and collaborations sorts involving 

Jews, Muslims, and Christians, Israelis and  

Palestinians. Musicians experimented with weaving 

together various sources, creating new ensembles 

and compositions, and playing for a greater variety of audiences than had been

imaginable a few years before. 

In this presentation Ben Brinner, UC Berkeley professor of music, will share the

stories of some pioneering bands and individual musicians, playing some of their

recordings and tracing the paths they took to collaboration and experimentation,

as well as some of the fallout of the political upheaval in ensuing years. Brinner’s

book Playing across a Divide: Israeli-Palestinian Musical Encounters (2009) was

based on research conducted between 1991 and 2007. 

Dr. Benjamin Brinner is an ethnomusicologist and professor of Music at U.C.

Berkeley. ...Continued on next page.

“Mixing through Music: Explorations Across Religious,
Ethnic, and National Divisions in 1990s Israel”
with Dr. Benjamin Brinner 



Monday, December 20 at 4:30pm 

Red Sea Spies by Raffi Berg. The true story of

Mossad’s fake diving resort and the airlift of

thousands of Ethiopian Jews.

Soul Sisters Book Club:
Host Sabina Stoltz

 A native of Berkeley, he completed a BA degree in musicology at the Hebrew

University in Jerusalem. Returning to Berkeley he completed MA and PhD

degrees in ethnomusicology in the Department of Music at U. C. Berkeley,

specializing in Javanese gamelan and conducting research in Indonesia with the

support of a Fulbright fellowship. Upon completion of his doctoral studies he

returned to Israel to teach full-time at Tel Aviv University and part-time at the

Hebrew University and the Jerusalem Music Center. Three years later he was

back in Berkeley, as an assistant professor in the Department of Music, where he

has taught since 2021. 

Monday, January 17 at 4:30pm 

Antisemitism Here and Now by Deborah Lipstadt,

Professor of Modern Jewish History and Holocaust

Studies at Emory University. It is painfully clear that

antisemitism is alive — and spreading — around the

world. This awareness leads to a slew of difficult

Soul Sisters Book Club:
Host Lauran Posner

 questions: Is today’s antisemitism the same or different from what we’ve seen

before? Is this a problem only on the far right or is the left to blame as well? And

what, if anything, can we do about it? Lipstadt takes the role of approachable

professor as she defines antisemitism and different types of antisemites,

contextualizes their actions, and provides frameworks for real-life responses. I

feel it is especially relevant in this time of the alarming rise in antisemitism in

America and around the world.



Spirits & Spirituality
with Rabbi Niles Goldstein 

Wednesday, January 19 at 7:15pm 

In partnership with the Napa Valley Distillery, join Rabbi

Goldstein for an evening of spirits tasting and spiritual

teachings. This event has been a sell-out success in past

years. More details to follow. 

Seminar with the Rabbi 

Wednesday, February 23 & March 2 at 7:15pm 

A two-part seminar with Rabbi Goldstein. Text-based and focused on a topic of

Jewish interest. More details to follow. 

Monday, February 21 at 4:30pm 

Irena’s Children by Tilar Mazzeo The story of Irena

Sendler—the “female Oskar Schindler”—who took

staggering risks to save 2,500 children from death

and deportation in Nazi-occupied Poland during

World War II. She was granted access to the

Soul Sisters Book Club:
Host Peggy Duly

Warsaw ghetto as a public health specialist. With 

the help of a network of local tradesmen, ghetto 

residents and resistance fighters she snuck the children past the Nazis. She made

dangerous trips through the city’s sewers, hid children in coffins, snuck them

under overcoats at checkpoints, and slipped them through secret passages in

abandoned buildings.



There will be toe-tappers, brilliant little-known Psalm settings, darker evocations

of voices silenced, feet stilled, and wonderful new works written expressly for this

program: a lively, inventive Psalm 104 by Alexis Alrich, and Timothy Kramer’s

Tik’u Chaf (Clap your Hands), accompanied by clapping and stomping. Veretski

Pass will round out the program with their signature performances of Eastern

European Jewish instrumental music.

San Francisco Choral Artists Performance 

Sunday, March 27 at 4:00pm 

Join us for a program of sacred and secular music 

from tiny villages and big cities! Singing and dancing

have long been partners, especially within the Jewish

tradition. With our special guests, the internationally 

known Klezmer trio Veretski Pass, we offer the music

of tiny villages and big cities, and of important days

in sacred and secular life. 

Monday, March 21 at 4:30pm 

My Journey by Donna Karan - memoir My Journey

traces Karan’s early days as an intern at Anne

Klein, the creation of her Seven Easy Pieces (which

forever changed the way working women dressed),

and the meteoric rise of her company. Along with

Soul Sisters Book Club:
Host JoAnne Miller

 juicy industry stories, Karan candidly discusses her difficult mother and

traumatic childhood, her turbulent romantic life, all the loved ones she has lost

over the years, and the personal awakening that occurred just as she reached the

height of professional and financial success.



Monday, April 18 at 4:30pm 

Hunting Eichmann by Neal Bascomb. In the last

days of the Third Reich, Adolf Eichmann shed his

SS uniform and vanished. His pursuers are a

bulldog West German prosecutor, a blind

Argentinean Jew, and a budding, ragtag spy agency

called the Mossad.

Soul Sisters Book Club:
Host Karen Sager

CBS Community Seder 

Saturday, April 16 at 5pm 

Join Rabbi Goldstein and Gordon Lustig as they lead

us in an interactive and festive celebration of the

holiday of Passover, the Festival of Freedom, through

song and prayer. All are welcome.

Soul Sisters Book Club
Host Martha Pastcan

Saturday, May 16 at 4:30pm 

Apeirogon by Colum McCann. (2020 available in

paperback) McCann tells the story of Bassam 

Aramin, a Palestinian, and Rami Elhanan, an Israeli,

and how they came together after the terrible loss

of both of their daughters, one to suicide bombers

and the other to Israeli police. Parents from both 

sides who have lost loved ones gather together in a Parents Circle to tell their

stories, to heal, and to never forget their unimaginable losses.



Shavuot Tisch 

Saturday, June 4 at 9:00pm 

Join Rabbi Goldstein and Gordon Lustig for a late-

night program of study, music, sipping, and 

community as we commemorate the ancient 

pilgrimage festival of Shavuot, the time of the giving

of the Torah at Mount Sinai. 

Shavuot Community Picnic 

Sunday, June 5 at 12:00pm* 

More details to follow. 

Soul Sisters Book Club
Host Ellyn Elson

Saturday, June 20 at 4:30pm 

Hello Darkness, My Old Friend by Sanford D.

Greenberg. The remarkable and inspiring story of a

Columbia undergrad from a poor Jewish family who,

after losing his eyesight to disease during his junior

year, finds the power to break through the darkness 

and fulfill his vision for a life of great professional success and distinguished

public service. (He was the roommate of Art Garfunkel.) It is an easy and

interesting read.

Soul Sisters Book Club

General Meeting

Monday, July 18 at 4:30pm 

General Meeting and Discussions for 2022,

23 book suggestions.



Andrew Fischer

Larry Kamer

Judy Nystrom

Jenny Shully

Josh Slater

Shane Soldinger

Roberta Solomon

Seth Turbow

Bradley Wasserman

Board Officers 2021-2022

Marc Samrick - President:  marcsamrick@gmail.com

Debra Greenstein - Vice President:  debra.greenstein@gmail.com

Irene Yesowitch - Treasurer:  irene51@mac.com

Eve Kahn - Secretary:  evekahn@yahoo.com

Ellyn Elson - Past President:  ellynelson115@gmail.com

Board of Trustees 2021-2022

Staff

Rabbi - Niles Elliot Goldstein:

Rabbi@cbsnapa.org

Music Director - Gordon Lustig:

gordondlustig@gmail.com

Rabbi Emeritus - Lee Bycel

Synagogue Director - Lauren Kaplan:

 Lauren@cbsnapa.org

Education & Engagement Coordinator - Leah Savage: 

 Leah@cbsnapa.org
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